Worth the Visit:

Jeremy Guy, Contemporary Abstract Sculpture
Vital Statistics
Gallery opened: 2008
Size: 240 sq. ft. room in home,
separate entrance
14799 Airport Rd., Caledon East
905 584 2134
www.jeremy-guy.com
Good for: contemporary
abstract stone sculpture
out of black marble & white
granite engineered stone
Philosophy: “I aim to create
forms which could possibly have
been formed naturally or at least
enhanced by hand. I believe this
creates timeless works of art,
promotes a greater appreciation
of our natural surroundings
and makes for an enhanced
personal interaction with the
sculptures both physically and
contemplatively. I usually use
black or white stone as this
lets one focus solely on form
rather than colour or pattern.”
The extra mile: “I can carry
out commissioned works based
on detailed or loose briefs
and provide completed work
in much shorter time than a
traditional stone sculptor could.
I install works and have created
special lifting equipment for
certain sculptures. I have also
created pieces which border
on product design, for example
screens for hot tubs and display
stands, company logos turned
into 3D works, water features
and even house numbers.”
Why it’s worth the visit: “I am
able to create even large works
much faster than many other
sculptural processes. All my work
is suitable for indoor as well as
outdoor display. I can create very
large pieces at very competitive
prices, the largest piece to date
being 12 ft., for display outside
a major new hotel in Singapore.
So shipping is not a problem.”

Sculptor Jeremy Guy enjoys exploring curved shapes in his contemporary abstract sculptures.

This piece, right, by
Jeremy Guy,
entitled “Orbit” and
made of engineered
black marble, has been
polished to a smooth
surface. Touching
is encouraged.

Jeremy Guy displays his artistic creations in his home gallery.
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